Eva M. Paar

I would like to define the pictorial style of Eva M. Paar: exciting. The artist comes to
develop her own creative linguistic. A true alphabet of signs made of oblique and
vertical lines, through which the artist creates large portraits. The style is absolutely
unique in the world. Paar, in her experience, has generated various pictorial series:
"Enjoying the Stay", "My Style", "Vienna Calling", "Breaking the Habits", "Star People",
"Continents", "Hope & Mission", "The Untouchables", "Passion & Singles", all able to
leave an indelible mark in the world of art. Charm, mystery, seduction. These are the
guidelines of the painting of Eva M. Paar. A painting that fascinates the mind and
captivates the heart of those who observe. Her’s are elaborations of a creative
thinking. Compositions which are characterized by a sign in which the mystery is a real
plus value. The colors are always very intensive, and the desire, in all its forms, remains
the extreme will of the one who looks. The prospect in the works of Paar is truly
impeccable. In all the works is clearly evident the great sense of visual depth that the
artist wants to give to her narrated. The works are almost monochrome, but despite
this, the artist, manages to put a mark that makes each element easily distinguishable.
Works that leave indelible traces in a time that always flows more slowly. Its visual
narratives seem to be extraordinarily in the garden of Eden. Paradise where we find the
beauty of portraits of men and women who have made the modern history. In these
narrations it’s clear the mastery of the artist at a high level. Space and time cancel each
other to favor the beauty of a representation capable to seduce the eye of the
bystander. A representation that investigates the complexity of the narrated through a
linguistic of dancing contours. A language that is not linked to any aristocracy of the
form, but that is free, so that we can believe that also the cosmos can be transformed
into a tangible entity. Passion, love and dream. These are the guidelines of a thought
that has in the painting of Eva M. Paar their new inquisitive process. A process that
must be followed or chase in order to find the true essence. Women and men charming
and charismatic that have no fear to submit to the observer all their beauty. She is
definitely an artist that will remain, thanks to the beauty of its visual narratives, within
the contemporary art world.
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